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Discover your true source of power, health and
happiness. Are you experiencing upheaval in your life
and a lack of success and fulfillment related to your
health, relationships or career path? Do you feel called to
work with social and environmental problems, bring
healing and knowledge to others, or make a difference in
the world - but are unable to realize your greater
aspirations? Awaken Your Greater Health is the road
map to guide you out of the turmoil to where greater
energies can rule your life. Through practical information
on energy medicine and true-live stories of
transformation, you will learn how to clear the way to
your "inner castle" - the sanctuary within you where
power, health and happiness come from. You will
discover: How to recognize the energy dynamics
involved in the shift to greater health; How to awaken
your authentic self and remember your wholeness; How
to use Energy Medicine First Aid when you become
"triggered" into negative thoughts and emotions; How to
become a fully-conscious healing presence in the world;
How to connect with your life purpose by healing your
broken heart; How to revolutionize your health,
relationships and career by practicing eight Energy
Medicine Daily Care skills. Experience transformation in
body, mind and spirit.
Learning to consciously interact in the domain of subtle
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energy is the next step in personal and planetary
transformation. The Path of Energy is a unique
handbook of principles, practices and exercises to help
you access your energy awareness and live a more
empowered life. In the book are 13 meditations that
activate patterns of light within your energy body to
awaken specific abilities and levels of awareness. Each
meditation includes benefits and purpose, step-by-step
written directions augmented with line drawings, and an
interpretive illustration of the completed energy pattern.
Subtle energy is more than life force; it is the substance
of reality and the vehicle of consciousness. Your body is
wired to navigate this domain. You are equipped with
everything needed to engage the world of energy and
creatively change your life. You simply need to
remember how. The Path of Energy is a guide to living
with expanded consciousness. Included are techniques
that build energy awareness and use this skill to deepen
your spiritual path, intimacy in relationships, align with
earth energy, clear space, create protection, manifest
goals, facilitate healing, and more.
If you've been suppressed for ages & want to step into
your true power then keep reading... Are you tired of not
being looked at as the goddess YOU ARE? Are you
giving away your power endlessly to other people? Do
you often close of parts of yourself you wish you could
express, judge yourself, & feel ashamed? Society has
conditioned you to suppress & shame the divine sensual
part of yourself. The number 1 element that will strip you
away from your divine magic and power is feeling
ashamed. Your magic, your wisdom, your life giving
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energy has been covered up & hidden from the world.
You are ALLOWED to tap into that energy again and
express yourself how YOU please! "The repression of
the feminine has led to a planet on the edge of collapse.
The re-emergence is going to be a dance to behold" Claire Dakin It's not by chance that you clicked on this
page. Perhaps you have incarnated into this being to
help break the paradigm of how society views and
shames women. Are you ready to remember the magic
you have inside of you? Are you ready to connect to the
self love you need to heal yourself? Amazing benefits lie
ahead... Here's just a tiny fraction of what you'll discover:
How to completely rewire your false beliefs systems to
get the life you want The easy 3-step detoxification
process that will cleanse your life of unhealthy
relationships & people What you must awaken and how
to use it to banish shame & fear for good How you can
activate your divine feminine energy with musical rhythm!
How to become truly independent by giving up the one
overlooked trait that everyone around you is doing The
item in your bathroom that can easily SKYROCKET
positive self-esteem results Why you've not been able to
align with your precious goddess energy & how to stop
wasting it Why you've been repelling the things you want
instead of attracting them! (And how to fix it) These 15+
new vibration boosting affirmations that will unleash your
suppressed inner goddess How to find your soul family &
other starseeds How you're unknowingly damaging your
karma (& how to clear it) Past-life regression secrets to
clear trauma & elevate your existence 3 easy morningritual exercises to skyrocket your sensuality Why what's
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in your kitchen can dictate your sensual energy (& how
to activate it) The insiders morning-ritual trauma-clearing
techniques that will make space for you to manifest the
life you truly want Unparalleled energy balancing, innerchild healing, manifestation & Reiki Goddess feminine
guided meditations Why you haven't been able to tap
into the law of attraction yet & how to use your feminine
energy to manifest your dream life *BONUS* 10 MIN
MEDITATION MP3! & much more... Ask yourself, do you
want to reclaim your power to heal yourself, the world, &
the patriarchal wounds that have been caused by us all
living in a predominantly masculine society for so long?
This guide will empower ALL women, no matter your
age, stage of life, or situation. Whether you are hoping to
find some way of finding peace & balance within yourself
or wanting to step into your warrior goddess power. So if
you want to access new depths of self-love, acceptance,
& inner strength, & step into a more empowered
relationship with yourself then scroll up & click "add to
cart".
A guide for personal exploration of the path to the divine
feminine and the spiritual power of women. • Reveals
the essential role of women in creating and maintaining
the psychic/energetic/emotional landscape of society. •
Explores feminine roles and the archetypal model of the
Great Goddess from both Eastern and Western spiritual
traditions. • Includes exercises, meditations, and
visualizations drawn from ancient techniques to assist
women with their spiritual awakening and self-realization.
The Path of the Priestess takes readers on a journey
deep into the heart of the feminine experience. It
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describes the author's years of first-hand experience in
the ancient arts of Tantra, Dzogchen, and Indian and
Egyptian temple dance and healing, as well as her
research into the feminine principle in the mystic
teachings of the Alchemists, Hebrew Kabbalists, and
Christian Gnostics. Beginning with an analysis of the
basic issues and frustrations inherent in contemporary
society's conditioning of and expectations for women,
readers travel back in time to the age of the great
temples, schools, and sacred societies in which women
still held and transmitted the spiritual light that nourished
all of civilization. Through its mythic and historic tales,
descriptions of sacred ritual practices, and teachings on
the Goddess traditions, The Path of the Priestess
provides contemporary women with the means to enter
this time-honored path. In keeping with the experientially
based teaching methods of these traditions, it also offers
exercises and visualizations designed to align women
with the powerful, sensuous, and loving energies of the
most profound feminine role model that shaped and
preserved culture and society--the Great Goddess.
The path towards ascension is often portrayed as a
dangerous and impossible task rife with problems and
difficulties. It doesn't have to be that way. Why do I need
to awaken my Kundalini energy? Awakening of the
Kundalini chakra is essential to achieve the state of
spiritual awakening and ascension that allows us to
evolve into a higher state of existence. Kundalini is the
latent sexual and creative energy residing in all humans.
For centuries, the most ascended masters and yogis
have spent decades perfecting and developing the
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techniques to utilize this energy for the good of mankind.
Building on this spiritual research of centuries past, this
book has compiled for its readers a simple, easy and
guided path towards complete awakening of their
kundalini with exercises, precautions and warnings that
you will need along the way. With this comprehensive
guide to kundalini awakening, you can learn to identify,
activate, sync and train your latent kundalini energy to
bring positivity to your life on the path towards
enlightenment and ascension. Not only does the book
guide you through each and every single step towards
your awakening, it also provides some very necessary
precautions, warning and suggestions that you will need
along the way to achieve successful awakening without
having to suffer the problems and issues that most
beginners or even advanced practitioners encounter.
The book includes: Tantric Meditation And Yoga
Techniques From Beginner To Expert Level
Comprehensive Explanation Of Core Concepts And Idea
Necessary Preparations And Precautions Complete
Program Of Training And Activation Easy To Follow
Guidelines And Examples Easy To Incorporate
Exercises Into Daily Life Introduction to Reiki Healing
Proper Use Of Herbs, Crystals, Symbols And Energies
Techniques And Hand Positions For Reiki Healing Will
the Book help me hone and develop my spiritual
abilities? The guide contains all you'll need to know in
order to bring your spiritual and psychic abilities to their
maximum potential and usefulness. Try the Kundalini
awakening. Get a copy of the book today!
As a woman you are coded for power, and the journey to
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realizing the fullness and beauty of that power – your
Wild Power – lies in the rhythm and change of your
menstrual cycle. The menstrual cycle is a vital and
vitalizing system in the female body, yet our
understanding of and respect for this process is both
limited and distorted. Few women really know about the
physiology of their cycle, and many do not see it as an
integral part of their health and wellbeing, let alone as a
potential guide to emotional and spiritual empowerment.
Wild Power tells a radical new story about feminine
power. It reveals: •Your inner architecture and the path
to power that is encoded in your body •How to tune in to
the rhythm and changes of your menstrual cycle to
realize the fullness and beauty of your authority •Three
‘maps’ to guide you through the energies, tasks and
challenges presented as you journey through each cycle
•How to work with your Inner Seasons to pace your
energy, calm your nervous system and gain insight into
your overall wellbeing •How to work with your cycle to
channel spiritual forces, affirm your expression in the
world and achieve a deep sense of belonging Written
with humour, tenderness and practicality, and packed
with women's stories and quotes throughout, Wild Power
will restore women to wholeness and reinstate the full
majesty and grace of the Feminine.
A guide to reconciling Buddhist spirituality with the
American way of life addresses the challenges of
spiritual living in the modern world and offers guidance
for bringing a sense of the sacred to everyday
experience
""Something very ancient and very new is being presented
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here! Gary Stamper is bringing together many disciplines,
much experience, fine scholarship, and good writing style
too."" -Richard Rohr, OFM, Center for Action and
Contemplation, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and author of
"Wild Man to Wise Man" and "Adam's Return" ""Gary
Stamper has done a masterful job of pulling together various
integral and visionary shamanic approaches to assist the
change that is greatly needed for not only men of all ages but
also for the masculine that is ready to be activated within us
all."" -Linda Star Wolf, author of six books, including
"Visionary Shamanism: Activating the Imaginal Cells of the
Human Energy Field" "Awakening the New Masculine "is a
brave, exciting and significant contribution to one of the most
important aspects of our time- the birth of a New Sacred
Masculine capable of being fiercely and tenderly protective of
the world and human life."" -Andrew Harvey, Author of "The
Hope a Guide to Sacred Activism" "Awakening the New
Masculine" is a bridge from the first wave of the mythopoetic
men's movement of the last twenty-five years to what is only
now beginning to emerge. Gary Stamper points the way to
the second wave of men's work with humor, intelligence, and
the kind of compassion that holds men accountable-daring,
insisting, and giving them the tools they need to step up to a
new way of being men. You're going to awaken to the real
possibility of becoming the man you've always known you
could be, stepping into the truth of who you are in your
fullness, cultivating potentials that have called to you, bringing
your full presence and awareness to every moment for
yourself, your loved ones, and the planet.
"No one saves us but ourselves. No one can and no one
may. We ourselves must walk the path." - Buddha Reject
stress, accept change, and prepare to radiate positive energy
with the natural healing powers of the chakras. In the Eastern
world, the powerful healing properties of the chakras and their
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awakened state have been known for generations. In the
Western world, however, the awareness of their properties
and purpose are still relatively limited. Simply speaking, the
chakras are specific points in your body through which energy
flows. The unlocking and empowering of these chakras allow
for a more balanced, healthy, and harmonious life.
Undertaking a regimen of exercises geared towards the
empowerment of the Chakras will enable you to unlock these
energy streams as a means of combating the stresses, fears,
and doubts that plague our everyday lives. If you're ready to
become a more centered and harmonious human being, then
look no further than this introductory guide With the wisdom of
meditation guru and author Michael Williams, you will be able
to explore the different chakras and their part in completing a
healthy, whole human being. With various exercises geared
toward each chakra, this guidebook acts as a toolbox for
empowering your chakras through meditation and practice.
Here's what to expect in the beginner's guide: Introduction to
the Chakras Reasons for suffering Breathing techniques to
aid meditation Preparations for meditation Guide to the
meditation process Exercises for each chakra Diet guide to
promote healing and wellness Overview of spiritual
awakening And much, much more! Organized, informative,
and inspiring, this introductory guide serves as a roadmap to
peace and harmony through the revolutionary and natural
wisdom of the chakras. Born from an ancient tradition of
meditation and inner exploration, the practice of healing
through chakra empowerment is a natural way to combat the
crippling evils of stress, anxiety, and fear. Take back control
of the good energy in your life and reap the benefits of a
calm, balanced mind through the empowerment of your
chakras. Take the first step to improving your life and grab
your copy of Chakras for Beginners: Awaken Your Internal
Energy and Learn to Radiate Positive Energy and Start
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Healing today!
Awakening the Paths is the Third Volume in the Inner
Chamber Series. These books are meant to serve as a
glimpse into the cornerstones of a well-structured magickal
practice. Volume Three gives the reader an overview of the
Qabalistic Tree of Life through the lens of the Western
Mystery Tradition with focus on the 22-Paths that serve as
connection of synthesis between the spheres. It is the
companion to Volume Two: Poetry of the Spheres and when
used together as a course of study will expand upon the
reader's knowledge of the Tree of Life and its opportunities
for application in daily practice. Part One provides an
introduction to the core concepts and structure of the
Qabalistic Tree. This section can be referenced as you move
through each of the Paths. Part Two gives insight into the
energies of each of the specific Paths. Each chapter is
dedicated to a single Path and includes the Tarot Key,
Planetary and Elemental Correspondence, and the Hebrew
Letter of the Path.
From the founder of ForeverConscious.com comes a guide to
cultivating positive feelings and projecting positive energy.
Buddha once said, “Peace comes from within,” and so
should our outlook on life. Tanaaz Chubb, founder of
ForeverConscious.com, shares a variety of activities and
affirmations that can empower you to manifest gratitude and
positivity. Through these exercises, you can adjust your auras
to emit calm, peaceful, and positive energy instead of
unhappiness or stress. Whether you’re seeking improved
relationships, professional success, or a quest for personal
fulfillment, The Power of Positive Energy can help you rise
above negative influences and begin your journey of spiritual
well-being and healing.
Harness the power of your inner energy!Begin your journey of
spiritual awakening! The seven chakras are the concentrated
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energies that are spread out throughout our bodies, but often
those energies become blocked and closed, affecting us both
physically, mentally, and spiritually. This can prevent you from
pursuing your dreams or achieving inner peace but knowing
and taking the time to learn how to open and awaken those
main energies can help you overcome illnesses and mental
suffering as well as set you on the right path of your spiritual
journey. There is a bright ball of energy inside you, and often
it can get corrupted but through meditation, you will be able to
purify yourself in order to achieve a spiritual awakening which
is what many people on a spiritual journey seek. Don't fear
the energy within you! Being able to harness such power can
come to your advantage if you are taught correctly.
Throughout this book, you will be carefully instructed and
guided on how to open your chakras. Inside you will find the
following topics: Basic understanding of the seven chakras
How to identify a blocked chakra Different ways to open up
your chakras What is Kundalini Awakening and how to
achieve it Benefits and tips on how to meditate Guided
meditations for each chakra And much, much more!
Now That You Are Awake, the sequel to Living Your Life in
Joy, is the second book in a three-part series. It is an
extension, as well as an expansion, of material introduced in
Living Your Life in Joy. Throughout the second book, we shall
develop a more comprehensive understanding of not only the
process of awakening but also the practical application of
what we have learned to all aspects of our daily lives as we
journey the path to Oneness. Now That You Are Awake
explores, in detail, what it means to be spiritually awake, how
we know that we are awake, and how our lives are changed
by our awakening. We further expand upon the subject of
spiritual awakening as we discuss what it means to view the
world through spiritual eyes, how we become a reflection in
the mirror of a world within, and who we are as spiritual
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beings created in the image and likeness of God. Through
our discussions, we come to understand, in a heightened and
more expansive manner, who we are, why we are, and what
we came here to do. We discuss, in depth, the nature,
attributes, and the Oneness of the Divine as the One Energy,
One Love, One Life. We discover our unlimited potential as
individual expressions of the One, in physical form, and how
we can awaken to develop and expand our ability to utilize
Universal Life Force Energy for the health and well-being of
ourselves and others. As we spiritually mature, we come to
understand the advanced aspects of spiritual expression that
we awaken to. They are referred to throughout our
discussions as “feeling” and “knowing.” We discuss in depth
how these can be important forms of inspiration and
guidance. In the final chapter, we follow two individuals—one
spiritually awake, the other spiritually asleep—as they go
through one day in their respective lives to contrast the
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors each expresses as they
respond to the same circumstances and events that occur
during the day. By comparing each one’s experience, as
perceived and expressed through the ego or the spirit, we
may not only summarize the basic understanding we have
gained from the topics we discuss in each chapter of the
book, but also provide a situation where we can evaluate how
we would have responded ourselves to each of the events
that take place throughout the course of the day. From this,
we may assess each aspect of our own spiritual growth as we
continue our journey upon the path to Oneness. At the end of
the book, there is a special request for those of you who
would be willing to share your awakening story with those
who are about to awaken, have just awakened, or who are
awake and journeying the path to Oneness. We are planning
a series of books, perhaps three in all, with the exclusive
theme of spiritual awakening. The purpose of the series is to
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provide readers with knowledge gained from the firsthand
experiences of others who have awakened to help them to
understand what is happening to them as they begin to
awaken and to let them know that they are not alone. As
such, those who choose to awaken would have a
compendium, or a guide—namely, the experiences of those
who have gone before them—to help them along the way.
Now That You Are Awake is a detailed and comprehensive
volume that explores the next level of spiritual awareness,
consciousness, and knowledge we are awakening to as we
continue to spiritually mature.
..".a marvelous tapestry of insights, discoveries, tools and
resources that gives us all hope for Heaven on Planet Earth."
- Rev. Ruth L. Miller, PhD, author of "Mary's Power" "Claire's
deep work of Sacred Feminine wisdom ... could not come at a
better time." - Tim Kelley, author of "True Purpose" ..".an
important contribution to mending a world torn in half..." - Lion
Goodman, author of "Creating on Purpose" Feminine wisdom
revealed and reclaimed! Unveil this hidden power within and
transform your life. Recent discoveries of ancient manuscripts
have shined a light on Mary Magdalene as a powerful teacher
and luminous feminine spirit. In "The Magdalene Path," Claire
Sierra shares her inspiring communication with Mary
Magdalene about the awakening of the Divine Feminine as a
means to shift and up-level our lives as women in the modern
world. "The Magdalene Path" is a guidebook of compelling
ideas, skills and practices to bring your Feminine Soul into
daily life. Regardless of your spiritual orientation or previous
connection to Mary Magdalene, you will bask in the inspiring
wisdom and practical insights in this empowering, illuminating
book. Revitalize your mind and body to tap into more energy
for what you love. Ignite your connection to Spirit through
simple rituals and Soul-care practices. Embrace your
authentic, radiant beauty as you reclaim your innate feminine
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power. Replenish your passions and feel empowered to live
your purpose. Embody your creativity and live as the vibrant
woman you truly are."

The universal force known as Kundalini has been
shrouded in mystery for centuries, yet it influences our
every breath, thought, and emotion. With Awakening
Kundalini, one of the West's most respected teachers
and researchers in the field explores this spiritual
principle in unprecedented depth, with detailed guidance
for discovering and working with it directly. In India's
spiritual teachings, Kundalini is known as the principle
within that compels us to evolve and grow. Traditions
across the globe have described it as a force that lies
dormant within us and, when awakened, connects us to
the energy of creation and profoundly elevates
consciousness. With his unique expertise in modern
psychology, neuroscience, meditation training, and
spiritual traditions, Lawrence Edwards clarifies for
readers the many dimensions of Kundalini awakening,
including practices and meditations for recognizing its
manifestations and preparing the body and mind to enter
its expansive, empowering flow. When experienced
skillfully, Kundalini can be the most profoundly
transformative experience of our lives. Awakening
Kundalini makes available a complete and practical
resource for tapping into this transformative force, and
realizing our ability to live "radically free."
What if you were told that you had the power within you
to achieve a higher consciousness? What if you were
about to discover the precise methods of awakening your
energy potential? What if there is more to your health,
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happiness, spiritual and emotional wellbeing than meets
the eye? What would you do? Within all of us, lie seven
energy centers. Every living thing on this beautiful earth
is made up of energy. We may not be able to see these
seven energy centers with the naked eye, but we can
feel them. You've probably heard about them, but never
really paid much thought to it. Until now that is. What are
these seven energy centers? They're known as chakras.
These chakras do more than just exist within our bodies.
Each of the seven plays their own crucial role in
maintaining the overall health and vitality we experience.
When our chakras flow freely, it feels like you're on top of
the world! Everything is wonderful, and life is bursting
with happiness. But, what happens when these chakras
become blocked? Feeling sick, tired, irritable, joyful,
stuck, physical aches and pains, that's not just your body
"feeling poorly", even though that's what most of us have
been conditioned to think. That's your chakras telling you
that something needs to be done. Chakras exist in every
major part of the human body, and that's why they have
the ability to affect us on such a deep level. Sometimes,
what's happening within your body is something modern
medicine cannot fix, because it has to do with your
energy and spirituality more so than anything else.
Chakra healing is the only way to achieve harmony and
balance in all aspects of your life. You know that deep
down inside you, something needs to be fixed, which is
why you're here right now. Reading this. Your chakras
must be opened once again if you're experiencing blocks
in your energy levels. If you "think you've tried
EVERYTHING" and you still can't explain why you don't
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feel as healthy as you should, that's because you haven't
tried everything. You haven't healed your chakras yet.
Chakra Healing for Beginners will enlighten you about
the benefits and hidden power of chakra energy, so you
know what to expect and what to look forward to as you
learn to tap into your spiritual side. Explore the mind,
body and spirit connection between you and your
chakras Find out what you need to do to awaken the
chakras within The link between meditation, yoga, and
visualization How to unblock the path to wellness What
you need to do to unleash the chakra energy within
Understanding the significance of meditation and why
you need it Everything you're about to uncover is going
to create a magic shift in your vibrational energy and
health. Your health is one of your most precious gifts, a
blessing that should no longer be taken for granted. It's
time to do something about reclaiming the health you
deserve, and it begins with healing your chakras. Scroll
up and click the "Buy Now" bottom!
What is Kundalini Yoga? Kundalini Yoga is the ancient
practice of yoga to awaken Shakti or shaktipat. This
Kundalini Yoga book teaches the control of prana or
pranayama as taught by Sri Swami Sivananda Saraswati
for kundalini awakening. "Kundalini is the known as the
coiled serpent power or energy dormant at the base of
the spine" (at the lowest chakra called the Muladhara).
Learning yoga is about more than poses and exercise
but meant to lead the genuine truth-seeker to Spiritual
Awakening For complete health and fitness, Kundalini
Yoga encompasses the eight limbs of yoga which
includes asanas, concentration, meditation and Samadhi
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Your sadhana practiced religiously leads one to become
a master over ego and ignorance. Thus, the true practice
of yoga is the union of soul and spirit and this should be
the first question on the spiritual path: "How May I Come
To Know God"? God may go by many names in many
religions. But God is not a "man" up in the sky
Essentially, all religions state that God is Omnipresent,
Omniscient and Omnipotent. So it doesn't take a stretch
of the imagination to conclude that if God is truly
everywhere and everyplace then He must accordingly be
within you Intellectually, we may accept this fact but
many of us have no idea how to reach the God that may
be within us. This is a question that was first positioned
ages ago and there are those that have answered the
question for themselves and then provided a roadmap
for others to find the same. Hence, came the Birth of
Yoga. Yoga is the union of soul and Spirit. It is the
means to this union and the state of Union. Over the
ages have evolved many types and branches of yoga
that may be more suited for the individual and yet they
are all branches of the same Tree Kundalini Yoga is
known as the shakti path to Soul Awakening or SelfRealization. Kundalini is equated with the intelligent
female force that governs Mother Nature. The same
power that brings the universe into manifestation is the
same energy dormant within man that can be tapped into
to reunite consciousness tied to the physical form and
the ego with the Cosmic Consciousness the soul
Awakens to in the deepest samadhi Through continued
practice it will lead one to liberation from attachment to
the physical body. It is a proven system for realizing
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one's spiritual destiny. Sincere and regular effort is
required of any yoga path but they all lead to true
happiness, inner peace and the dynamic joy of the soul.
""Many rivers... One Ocean; many branches... One Tree;
many paths... One Destination; many stories... One Truth
"" 1 S.O.U.L. Publishing"
Millions of people practice some form of yoga, but they
often do so without a clear understanding of its history,
traditions, and purposes. This comprehensive
bibliography, designed to assist researchers,
practitioners, and general readers in navigating the
extensive yoga literature, lists and comments upon
English-language yoga texts published since 1981. It
includes entries for more than 2,400 scholarly as well as
popular works, manuals, original Sanskrit source text
translations, conference proceedings, doctoral
dissertations, and master's theses. Entries are arranged
alphabetically by author for easy access, while thorough
author, title, and subject indexes will help readers find
books of interest.
Do you spend your days feeling like something is
missing in your life? Do you make lists of all of the
opportunities you've missed and the disappointments
you've felt because of it? Does your energy level drop
drastically in the middle of the day? Are you seeking
something important in your life, something that will give
you the sense that you have a place in this world and
you do belong somewhere? Do you want to feel like an
essential part of the universe? If any of these sound
familiar to you, then this book is for you... Kundalini for
Beginners is the book that you need to turn your life
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around. The contents of this book will give you all of the
information that you need to awaken your Kundalini
energy and send it coursing through your body... In this
book you'll learn how to: Find the missing purpose in
your life Take advantage of your opportunities Relieve
your feelings of disappointment Enjoy elevated levels of
energy Take your place in the universe Feel like you
belong The Kundalini energy in your body is locked in a
small space at the base of your spine, waiting to be
awakened and used to fulfill all of your deepest desires.
Everyone is born with the energy of the Kundalini, but it
lies dormant until the person makes the conscious
decision to awaken it. If you have deficiencies in your
present life, then you'll definitely benefit from awakening
your Kundalini energy... When you awaken your
Kundalini energy, you will experience: A calm mind and a
peaceful heart Clarity of thought with no harboring of old
beliefs or feelings Renewed interest in the things life
offers you Increased empathy for the universe and the
people around you You might find it necessary to make
specific changes after your Kundalini awakening. Your
new awareness of the divine will cause you to look at
your present life in a different light. You might find that
some of the things you possess are no longer welcome
in your life. Changes will be made, and your life will be
different. The information in this book will show you the
changes you can expect and the changes you may need
to make for yourself. All of the sections in this book are
filled with the information that you need to work your way
entirely through your Kundalini experience... Once
you've completed the awakening process, you'll be
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transformed into your real purpose in life, your true selfrealization. This will begin another part of the process,
and this book will guide you along the path to your higher
self. All of these marvelous happenings, and more, are
waiting for you at the end of your Kundalini awakening.
Begin your incredible journey to full self-actualization
today! --- Grab your copy of Kundalini for Beginners now!
--With an online accompaniment of audio tracks providing
self-hypnosis aids, Idiot's Guides: Self-Hypnosis
provides easy-to-follow steps to hypnotize oneself to
cure stress, anxiety, self-doubt, addictions and bad
behaviors, and improve one's motivation. An exploration
of past-life regression is also included. In addition to the
how-to tutorial covering every aspect of self-hypnosis,
the book provides sample scripts to make self-hypnosis
as easy as it gets.
Does today's world ever feel intense, depressing, or
even scary? In The Modern Chakra Guide, bestselling
author Carol Tuttle shows you how the world is going
through an energetic shift-and how to activate your
chakra energy to rise above the chaos. Carol shares the
path that took her from a life in shambles to a life of
powerful fulfillment. With reassurance and timely insight
her personal perspective will help you counter the rush,
confusion, and fear of today's world. Through this book,
you will be able to: Feel more daily joy than you've
imagined is possible, Recognize how chakra energy
influences you, Navigate the energetic shift of our time
with ease, Awaken and activate your energy to upgrade
your life, If you are a person who wants to feel balanced,
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aware, and joyful-even with today's world swirling around
you-then this book is for you. Book jacket.

An upbeat book to empower, re-awaken and
experience the real you. Learn about Latent
energies, daydreams, sympathy pains, aura's etc.
Discover the secrets to fulfill your destiny.
Knowledge is power!
Are as you waking up to the new earth energies or
going through a spiritual awakening? Do you want to
let go of the old and leap into the joy of an awakened
life? Are you an awakening person feeling the call to
a more authentic existence? Are you fed up of the
'daily grind', looking for a more meaningful and richer
life? There is a general understanding that many
people on the planet are beginning to 'wake up' and
move towards a new type of earth existence. Are
you one of those beautiful souls? Do you want to
have a positive and loving effect on others and the
world? This happened to me and it all began with a
big, painful, messy spiritual awakening. You may be
experiencing those difficult, painful spiritual
awakening symptoms too. Or maybe you're just
feeling confused about where to direct your energy
and passion into the world. Walk with me through my
awakening and see how I found my true self, my
purpose and my passion for life. Find out how you
too can transform your life to uncover your real
purpose, light and happiness... - Realise you are not
alone in your experiences and desires. Learn how to
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use these desires to transform your life- Follow
simple exercises, meditations and visualisations that
will enable you to understand and manifest your
purpose- Understand how your healer, lightworker or
empathic nature could be calling you to greater
things and how to use this information to create an
amazing and meaningful life- Overcome and work
with your spiritual awakening symptoms and stop the
suffering today!- Follow simple information that can
easily be implemented into any life at any timeCreate healing, harmony and direction in your life
Heal your spiritual awakening symptoms, create
harmony and peacefulness and find your true
purpose. Join me in my story and learn how you can
too can awaken to an even greater you! Have you
always considered yourself to be quite spiritually and
emotionally aware? Did you have a good life, a
decent career with a pretty good life only to find that
your spiritual awakening changed everything? This
happened to me. What I didn't know was that the
Universe was calling me to greater things and, since
you are here, I believe you are being called too! Join
me and learn the information that really woke me up
to a whole new level of meaning and joyfulness. Use
the information to turbo charge your own
manifestations and awakening. Even if you're finding
it difficult and nothing is working (I have been
there!!)- buy the book today and get my solution to
waking up and finding your authentic self...
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The generation of Indigosthe bright, intuitive, strongwilled children born from the mid-1970s onare now
adults, and they have seven empowering lessons to
teach! Doreen Virtue and her Indigo son Charles
Virtue (co-authors of the Indigo Angel Oracle Cards)
explain the Indigos group purpose of bringing truth
and integrity to our planet, and show how this new
energy is beneficial to us all. In this book part
'survival guide' for Indigos, part teaching manual for
non-Indigos to decode whats driving these gifted
youths and learn from their positive example Doreen
and Charles discuss how all of us are able to
awaken our "Indigo Power." You will be inspired to: Harness the Indigo intensity for positive healing
purposes - Overcome fears related to being
assertive and authentic - Superpower your life by
hearing, speaking, and living your inner truth
Whether youre an Indigo yourself or a parent, friend,
or caretaker of one, Awaken Your Indigo Power will
usher in new levels of understanding, peace, and
purpose in your life.-6 Books in 1 Boxset HARNESS THE POWER OF
YOUR INNER KUNDALINI! BEGIN YOUR
JOURNEY OF SPIRITUAL AWAKENING! Included
in this collection are some of the top books to guide
you through your kundalini growth and awakening. If
you are looking to accelerate your spiritual path to
enlightenment, then this book collection is exactly
what you need! Included books: Kundalini
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Awakening: Attain Spiritual Enlightenment,
Transcendence & Higher Consciousness-Increase
Psychic Abilities, Mind Power, Tune Into Your
Energy Creation Frequency & Open Your Third Eye
Kundalini Awakening: Highly Effective Guide to
Achieve Higher Consciousness, Transcendence &
Spiritual Enlightenment-Increase Mind Power,
Psychic Intuition, Energy Vibration Frequency and
Evolve Kundalini Awakening Guided Meditation:
Highly Effective Methods to Awaken Your Third Eye,
Attain Higher Consciousness & Spiritual
Enlightenment-Increase Energy, Balance Chakras &
Heal Your Body Chakra Awakening Guided
Meditation: Highly Effective Methods to Heal Your
Body, Awaken Your Third Eye, Expand Mind Power
& Achieve Higher Consciousness Using Chakra
Healing, Balancing & Guided Imagery Chakra
Awakening for Beginners: Highly Effective Methods
to Awaken Your Chakras, 3rd Eye & Kundalini
Energy-Heal the Body, Increase Energy & Intuition
Using Guided Meditation, Reiki & Chakra Healing
Chakra Awakening: 21 Days of Highly Effective
Guided Meditations to Awaken Your Chakras, 3rd
Eye & Achieve Higher Consciousness-Increase
Energy, Psychic Intuition, Balance Chakras & Heal
Your Body
An in-depth guide to understanding and balancing
the chakras • Provides meditations, mantras, and
other methods to work with each chakra • Details
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each chakra’s positive and negative qualities, their
gifts and challenges, and how they interact with each
other • Examines the psychological causes of
blocked energy in the chakras • Shares chakra
wisdom and profound spiritual insights from Sri
Harish Johari, Guruji Pilot Baba, Mataji Narmada
Puri, Sri Aurobindo, and other spiritual leaders By
understanding the chakras, you can better
understand the ways you interact with the world
around you and the energetic roots of your inner
being. Offering an in-depth guide to this powerful
ancient yogic science, authors Victor Daniels, Kooch
N. Daniels, and Pieter Weltevrede--all longtime
students of the late tantric scholar, philosopher, and
temple artist Sri Harish Johari--explain the essence
of each of the 7 chakras and provide practical tools
to work with these energetic “wheels of light.”
Revealing how each chakra is connected with
specific patterns of thinking, feeling, sensing, and
acting, the authors explore how the chakras offer a
vertical map of consciousness beginning with the
root chakra at the base of the spine and ascending
to the crown chakra on top of the head. They provide
dynamic meditations, mantras, and other methods to
work with the chakras. You will learn how to enhance
each chakra’s positive features and transform the
difficult ones. You will discover the complementary
ways they affect each other, the gifts and strengths
each can bestow, and the psychological causes of
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potential imbalances within them. Coauthor Pieter
Weltevrede provides visual portrayals of traditional
images of the chakras and their deities, explaining
the spiritual secrets embedded in each. Sharing
profound insights from their studies with Harish
Johari, the authors also include chakra wisdom from
other gurus they have studied with such as Guruji
Pilot Baba and Mataji Narmada Puri. Offering
practical wisdom for help in daily life and freedom
from the tethers of your past, chakra work provides a
powerful way to hear your inner self more deeply
and a systematic path for activating higher levels of
consciousness.
Third Edition with more Great Content is Now
Available! Awaken and Unleash the Amazing
Powers of Your Chakras Are you feeling lost and
listless? Are you looking for balance in all the wrong
places? Could you benefit from a clearer mind or a
healthier life? If you find yourself saying 'Yes' to any
of the above, then Chakras for Beginners: How to
Awaken And Balance Chakras, Radiate Positive
Energy And Heal Yourself is the guidebook for you.
In this compact, thorough guide, you'll learn all about
the fascinating history of the chakras, and how their
natural powers can bring balance and harmony to
your life. The various chakras explored in this guide
include: The Root The Navel Center The Heart The
Thymus The Throat The Third Eye The Crown For
thousands of years, the Hindus have documented
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the various energy points located throughout the
body. These psychic force fields, known as the
seven chakras, emanate energy from within, and by
unlocking their power one can reap the benefits of a
healthier mind and balanced life. Here's what to
expect in the Beginner's guide: What the chakras are
and how they work The locations of the chakras and
their various uses Steps and strategies on how to
awaken your chakras Balancing the chakras How to
heal damaged chakras Applying these strategies to
enhance your life And much, much more! Tackle
suffering, illness, and emotional stagnation at its
source by unlocking the power from within. Accept
positive energy back into your life by balancing and
activating your chakras. The benefits of a
reinvigorated aura are endless-all it takes is a little
introspection. If you're ready to reap the benefits of
balance, clarity, and inner strength, then look no
further than this wonderful introductory guide to the
fascinating and illuminating world of the chakras.
Do you want to unlock your power? Do you want to
learn how to awaken and balance your chakras,
improve your health and relationship and every
possible aspect of your life? keep reading... As you
read you will discover lessons to aid you in
improving your relationship to your chakra healing
and give you pointers and tips on the best ways to
handle the issues that can arise in your life that are
actually blockages, excesses, or deficiencies of
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energy in your chakras. You will also find out more
about your personal soul journey and how
awakening to the energy within yourself has a
powerful way of showing you a direct path to your
soul purpose and inner truth. This book will answer
all of your questions to help you know and
understand the power of chakra energy that lies
within each and every person. It is not a myth and
the more you learn about healing your own chakra
system, the better your life will become. You will
begin to release the negativity and low vibrations of
energy that have been trapped in your chakras for
too long. The concept of chakras is amazing, and it
provides great clarity over the things that happen in
life, and we are not able to quite pinpoint the reasons
for them. This book has tried to explain the concept
of chakras in detail and the ways in which it really
affects our lives. The emphasis of this book has
been to explain that we may really not have any real
control over the things that happen in life, but we can
become proactive through the methods gives in this
book and hold the command of our lives despite all
the odds. You can also get all the benefits of the
process by following the simple steps given in the
book. I hope that this book is really able to help you
in achieving your goals. You are well on your way to
achieving the life balance you are looking for and
you now have all of the tools that you need to stay
open and energized. Your chakras are an essential
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part of your existence and in the reality of healing
and wholeness and living your life as your truest self,
your chakras play an integral role in how you
become aligned with your life path and your whole
being. The internet is full of false information about
how the chakras really work and all of the ways that
they can affect your life cycles. Here is a little
preview of what you will learn from this book: What
are chakras and how do they work? How the
chakras affect your life The misconception behind
chakras The seven-chakra system How to diagnose
chakra imbalance and align them Unlocking Improve
your Health and Relationship Energy centers
Achieve Positive Energy with Crystals and Oils Yoga
position with chakra And so on... Are you excited?
Download this book now and know everything about
CHAKRA MEDITATION, and you will enjoy all the
benefits they will bring in your life.
The path towards ascension is often portrayed as a
dangerous and impossible task rife with problems
and difficulties. It doesn't have to be that way. Why
do I need to awaken my Kundalini energy?
Awakening of the Kundalini chakra is essential to
achieve the state of spiritual awakening and
ascension that allows us to evolve into a higher state
of existence. Kundalini is the latent sexual and
creative energy residing in all humans. For centuries,
the most ascended masters and yogis have spent
decades perfecting and developing the techniques to
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utilize this energy for the good of mankind. Building
on this spiritual research of centuries past, this book
has compiled for its readers a simple, easy and
guided path towards complete awakening of their
kundalini with exercises, precautions and warnings
that you will need along the way. With this
comprehensive guide to kundalini awakening, you
can learn to identify, activate, sync and train your
latent kundalini energy to bring positivity to your life
on the path towards enlightenment and ascension.
With the use of advanced tantric and yoga
techniques paired with a firm theoretical
understanding of the process of kundalini
awakening, you can master this ancient practice to
bring positive changes to your life and for others
around you. Not only does the book guide you
through each and every single step towards your
awakening, it also provides some very necessary
precautions, warning and suggestions that you will
need along the way to achieve successful
awakening without having to suffer the problems and
issues that most beginners or even advanced
practitioners encounter. The book gives you a handson comprehensive guideline for achieving your
advanced spiritual state in the easiest and safest
way possible leading on to teach some very
necessary and useful spiritual techniques and
abilities for your daily life by tuning your energy and
chakras to the positive limitless energies of the
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universe. The book includes: Tantric Meditation And
Yoga Techniques From Beginner To Expert Level
Comprehensive Explanation Of Core Concepts And
Idea Necessary Preparations And Precautions
Complete Program Of Training And Activation Easy
To Follow Guidelines And Examples Easy To
Incorporate Exercises Into Daily Life Will the Book
help me hone and develop my spiritual abilities? The
guide contains all you'll need to know in order to
bring your spiritual and psychic abilities to their
maximum potential and usefulness. Try the Kundalini
awakening. Get a copy of the book today!
In this powerfully perceptive book on the spiritual
journey of love, psychologist and relationship expert
Dr. Mia Rose shares her wisdom on creating happy,
healthy, and harmonious relationships. Bringing the
insights of contemporary psychotherapy together
with the universal truths of the great spiritual
traditions, she sets aside the traditional methods of
couples therapy to help you tap into your deepest
capacity to love fiercely and fearlessly. You can
choose a joyful path in your intimate relationship if
you are willing to let go of the past and align your
actions with your vision of what you truly desire in
love. You will learn the true meaning of love and how
to stop living in the centre of your painful emotions;
tune in to your inner voice of wisdom; bridge the gap
between your mind and emotions; celebrate happy
moments; embrace the dance of intimacy and
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passion; practise mindfulness to stay in the flow of
love; and create a real spiritual bond that lasts a
lifetime. Filled with love illuminations and
mindfulness moments, here is a reflective, heartfelt
and enlightened guide to creating a soulful and
fulfilling relationship with your life partner.
Unique life philosophy, powerful techniques &
formulas to raise prana energy, expand
consciousness, relinquish negativity, find your
eternal reality, awaken the soul within and become
master thinker having tremendous control over
emotions & focus; A REAL YOU who has been
created to win in each & every situation/moment of
life be it any!!! It does not mean that problems will
end in life. In-fact problems are inevitable, part of
everybody’s life & a perfect divine plan to make you
grow & evolve in life. Then what is the problem; it is
the loss of your natural ability to cross hurdles
effortlessly. The purpose of this book is to remind
your natural intelligence which is omnipotent, eternal
& source of all solutions Do you -Feel upset,
stressed, angry, anxious, sad, frustrated most of the
time? -Experience unexplained pains, chronic
diseases and nothing has worked? -Unable to
handle difficult people & situations? -Feel others are
controlling your life? -Wrongly perceives situations
most of the times, blindly trust others, not able to
decide with clarity or if decide not able to act? -Find
it difficult to achieve your dreams and goals? -Have
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undue problems in 1,2,3 or all major areas of life viz.
Health, wealth, relations, Career/profession or even
if successful you still feel some void or lack in life?
-WANT TO MASTER THE STEERING OF YOUR
LIFE? See physical life is characterized by needs,
wants, desires & dreams. And fulfillment of same
constitutes success & happiness in life. But most of
the times we work very hard, chase dreams, give
best & still fail and it is all more frustrating when we
witness others achieve success with little or no hard
work. They seem to be lucky. What is the difference?
#1 truth of life: All humans are born with same mind
& body having preinstalled codes/software for
successful, purposeful, loving & passionate life. But
humans have varying degree of energy &
consciousness. Lower consciousness corrupts these
codes leading to bias in 3 core karmas (Perceptions,
decisions & actions) & thus miserable life. Higher
consciousness activates these codes making your
Karmas righteous leading to right results. So
different people having same mind & body but
varying degree of consciousness leads to varying
karmas and hence varying degree of results in life.
And varying degree of consciousness is only due to
varying degree of connection with your source. The
focus of the book is on UNIVERSAL SOURCE of life,
ONE CAUSE of all problems i.e. weak connection
with source and the only ONE SOLUTION is
strengthening connection with source 3 PARTS of
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book for step by step life mastery Part AUnderstand the fundamental laws, science & source
of you, mind, life the universe and everything. Part
B- Master spirituality and awakening self, Master
your thinking, Master your emotions, Master your
focus, enhance decision making and problem solving
Part C- Master spiritual eating habits, meditation
techniques, meditation breathing, spiritual body
postures etc. This will help you -To discover source
within, awakening energy and focus, expand
consciousness, develop emotion intelligence &
spiritual strength -Open up real truth breaking all
limiting beliefs -Activate intuition, creativity, courage,
confidence & self-belief -Find hidden talents,
purpose, passion & live that -And much more to
discover a stronger & valuable YOU You being here
is not mere coincidence but the call of your destiny.
Click buy button to discover your forgotten Eternal
Reality & live a blissful life; your birth right!!! ?
"Are you dedicated to a spiritual path, but not feeling
as connected as you would like? Do you seek
positive change for the Earth, but feel helpless to
act? Are you overwhelmed with personal challenges,
or paralyzed with fear, pain, or loss? Do you have a
vision that you have not been able to manifest? If so,
it time to magnify your Presence and leave the
wishful state of hoping for the active state of
creating. The Path of Presence introduces you to
eight energy-based, awareness-expanding practices
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that will awaken your inner light and magnify your
Presence"--Amazon.
In this accessible guide, Shashi Solluna breaks all
preconceptions about Tantra and introduces us to
the real philosophy behind this sacred practice. In
traditional descriptions, Tantra is often defined as
meaning "to weave", and can be compared to the
weaving of a fabric. Tantra is therefore a path that
weaves together. Ultimately, Tantra points us to the
highest level of consciousness in which one merges
into Oneness and no longer feels like a separate
physical entity. This is sometimes called "Heaven"
as opposed to the more tangible experience of
"Earth". This book explains how Tantra can allow us
to move from a physical solid experience of reality
into the lighter more ethereal experience – or from
Earth to Heaven – and then ultimately bring Heaven
to Earth! This books explores: • The history of
Tantra • The core principles of Tantra • An
understanding of the tantric approach to sexuality •
Practices to explore your own Tantric sexuality • A
tantric understanding of relationship, love and
intimacy • An understanding of Tantra as a spiritual
path • Practices for creating spiritual experiences
and higher states of consciousness …and much
more!
The term 'kundalini' is an ancient Sanskrit word
referring to the powerful life force present in us all.
The purpose of kundalini meditation is to open up
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this life force, helping it flow through each of the
seven chakras, the energetic centres of the body.
When kundalini is fully awakened you will feel
amazing levels of energy with electric-like currents
flowing up and down the nerves. You will experience
inspiration and insight during meditation and doubts
and anxieties will disappear. Your body will feel as
light as air and your mind calm and serene. You will
be at one with the divine. Kundalini Meditation
explains, in guided stages, how to awaken this life
force. First you must become aware of the energy
channels running along the spinal cord - the nadis and the chakras or energy centres which are strung
along the nadis like jewels in a necklace. Next, by
practising purification rituals, breathing exercises
called pranayama, meditation, yoga poses and
mudras (hand positions), you can ensure that
kundalini is drawn up through the spine, opening
each chakra in turn and causing it to 'bloom like a
flower'. A special feature of the book is the guided
meditations targeting common problems and issues for example, releasing anger, lifting depression,
promoting healing and inviting love into your life.
This beautiful, inspiring yet practical book will bring
you to a whole new level of awareness, inner peace
and insight.
“For those ready and willing to build a new life, here
are the tools. Powerful, incisive, extraordinary
writing.” —Neale Donald Walsch, New York Times
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bestselling author of Conversations with God
Transform your life with this bestselling,
revolutionary, and accessible seven-step
guide—grounded in energy medicine, neurobiology,
and quantum physics—to awaken your true health
and potential through energy healing. Eighteen years
ago, health pioneer and “extraordinary enlightened
visionary” (Anita Moorjani, New York Times
bestselling author) Dr. Sue Morter had a remarkable
and profound awakening. While meditating, she
spontaneously accessed an energy field—a level of
consciousness—beyond anything she had ever
imagined. This dramatic experience changed her life
and set her on a mission to discover how to create
such radical transformation for her patients. Through
years of advanced study and research in energy
healing and medicine, she developed the Energy
Codes. This life-altering program has now enabled
thousands of people around the world to overcome
pain, disease, fatigue, anxiety, and depression, and
to awaken their innate creativity, intuition, and inner
power. Bridging ancient healing practices with
cutting-edge science, The Energy Codes offers a
detailed road map to help you experience deep
healing in your life. Grounded in practical, accessible
exercises, including yoga, breathwork, meditations,
and Dr. Morter’s proprietary Bio-Energetic
Synchronization Technique (BEST) protocol, The
Energy Codes “offers deep insights…that brilliantly
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merge the ever-blending worlds of science and
spirituality to help reveal the truth of our being and
the depths of our greatness,” (Jack Canfield,
coauthor of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series).
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